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well tiktok coins are nothing but virtual money that you can spend to buy other virtual items such as diamonds and 

other resources on tiktok it s similar like we buy gems on various games like clash of clans you ll spend your real 

money there are free methods also to buy coins using your google play account and then you can spend those coins 

to buy tiktok resources you can then gift those resources to other users on tiktok as a form of appreciation or love 

you might consider adding short slice of life type videos between your main videos this helps your audience know 

and understand you better alternatively you might make vlogs alongside your more niche specific ones 

you will also want to set up a consistent pattern so that your audience knows what to expect there s little point 

in being a one hit wonder if people know to expect a specific type of video for you each tuesday and friday they 

will begin to expect it and return to tiktok on those days to watch your latest video they are also more likely to 

tell their friends about you widening your audience further 

diamonds are a virtual currency that s only used by streamers on tiktok its sole purpose is to store value before a 

streamer cashes out diamonds can t be used for anything else and can t be sent to other users 

this is how you should be purchasing the coins with your real money but there is always a second option to by pass 

these and they are called cheats these cheats are used to loot resources from mobile apps the same is available for 

tiktok also we can loot tiktok coins by using some means of online methods to make money now let s talk about 

that 

unlike with youtube where you sell space on your videos and channel page for advertising at a rate decided by 

google tiktok does not yet compensate most of its users for running ads on their posted photos as such tiktok 

influencers and brands don t have an intermediary or any set rates if they choose to work together brands make 

deals with influencers and prices can vary markedly depending on the circumstances however one thing is 
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consistent in nearly all cases influencers get paid more if they have both a high engagement rate as well as a high 

number of followers brands have learned that you can easily buy followers who are of no practical value to anybody 

hence they are far more interested in you having genuine followers those who interact with your posts 

the tiktok money calculator allows you to calculate your estimated earnings from your tiktok account if you believe 

you are an influencer based on your engagement and number of followers this is for the western version of tiktok 

not the chinese version douyin 

 


